Abstract-Urban environments are among the most challenging scenarios for car-following systems, since pedestrians may interfere with the platoon unexpectedly. To address this problem, this paper proposes a cooperative system using vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-pedestrian communication links. A fractionalorder control-based cooperative adaptive cruise control benefits of communication for tighter inter-vehicle distances, while pedestrian communication is fused with LiDAR sensing to allow the detection of occluded pedestrians. The prediction of the pedestrians' trajectories is used to perform a speed reduction or an emergency braking that interrupts the car-following yif necessary. Whenever a platoon decoupling occurs, a gap-closing maneuver is executed so that the ego-vehicle rejoins the platoon in a string stable way. The complete system was tested on experimental platforms at inria facilities, providing encouraging results and demonstrating the correct performance of the integrated systems.
I. INTRODUCTION

C
OOPERATIVE systems based on vehicular communications are getting more attention because of their potential benefits to increase traffic safety and flow. Vehicles can take advantage of a wireless link by receiving additional information from either other vehicles-i.e. vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)-the infrastructure (V2I) or even from pedestrians (V2P), generally referred as V2X communication [1] . In recent years, several V2X-based techniques have been developed such as the evolution of the Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), the Cooperative-ACC (CACC) [2] , or the intelligent vehicle speed control to improve traffic congestion based on V2I communication [3] . CACC systems capability to enhance traffic flow has been demonstrated for highway driving [4] . However, their development on urban environments remains as an unsolved challenge due to multiple interactions with non-motor vehicles, constant speed variation and the requirement of more demanding algorithms. As a matter of fact, almost half of all deaths on the world's roads are among the most vulnerable actors, specially pedestrians [5] . Consequently, the system has to be able not only to properly follow the preceding vehicle in a stable way but also to deal with unexpected pedestrians that can interact in the platoon trajectory, specially for urban environments.
A state-of-the-art review shows an extensive work on active pedestrian protection systems for urban environments based on vision [6] , laser [7] , ultrasound systems [8] or multi-sensor fusion [9] . However, fully reliable active pedestrian protection 1524-9050 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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systems [10] still represent a major challenge mostly because the field of view in urban scenarios is cluttered up by other road users and buildings. The most common strategy to leverage occlusion in perception system is the inference of objects geometry as in [11] and [12] . Such strategy is limited to partial occlusion of non-deformable objects. One of the hot topics on cooperative systems is the benefits that V2P communications can bring to pedestrian protection thanks to the high market penetration of wireless-equipped personal devices-i.e. tablets or smartphones. Profiting from these links, pedestrian position can be estimated even when occluded and its future path predicted to prevent potential collisions. There are just a few works on the literature related to this topic. In [13] , a vehicle-to-pedestrian warning system was implemented informing the pedestrian about potential dangerous situations. Zhenyu et al. [14] presents a warning system for both pedestrian and drivers using V2P communications but an active V2P pedestrian protection system has not been yet investigated.
Among the most recent advances in low-speed carfollowing systems, one can find in [15] a safety distance policy for ACC-equipped vehicles. Such spacing policy was later implemented on [16] , where two different control laws were compared and tested on an experimental vehicle. Moon et al. [17] developed a full-range ACC with collision avoidance capabilities that was also validated on a real vehicle. However, all these papers addressed the problem by only using range sensors without exploiting the benefits of adding V2X capabilities. Furthermore, platoon splitting/rejoining or the interaction with other transport agents have not been further investigated.
This paper presents a novel low-speed V2X CACC system with emergency braking and formation rejoining capabilities in case of stopping, (see Fig. 1a ). The main functionalities of the proposed system are as follows:
• V2V communication to achieve tighter inter-vehicle distances in the platoon and V2P communication for predicting potential pedestrian interactions.
• System for environment perception, particularly obstacles detection and estimation of their dynamics (position and velocity) from fusion of LiDAR and V2P data, identifying the front target vehicle in the platoon and tracking pedestrians with which a collision may occur.
• Control system based on a state machine able to ensure gap-regulation stability and robustness employing fractional-order calculus. Such systems also handles pedestrian interaction through an emergency braking state and a further platoon rejoining through a gap closing maneuver. The whole system has been tested on real experimental platforms at INRIA test tracks, showing a promising performance to introduce CACC systems at low-speed with additional safety considerations for pedestrians.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the experimental platform that is used for the system validation and the on-board vehicle equipment. Section 3 describes the environment detection algorithm. The control algorithm is introduced in Section 4. Experimental results using the INRIA platforms are included in Section 5. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Three fully automated cars called Cycab are employed for the experiments on INRIA test track (Fig. 1b) . Cycab motion is powered by four in-wheel electric motors. Their speed is regulated by a low-level controller in function of a target speed and the vehicle current speed.
The mentioned platforms count with an odometer, an Ashtech Z-Xtrem RTK GPS, an Ibeo LiDAR, and a Yawarra Alix-3 communication box. Along with the odometer, GPS measurements are filtered with an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [18] which improves localization robustness significantly in urban conditions.
A front Ibeo LiDAR provides a 110°Field Of View with an angular resolution of 0.125°. Even though the LiDAR provides several layers, only the most parallel to the ground 1 is used to remain close to industrial setup. Communication link is established using IEEE 802.11g standard because the available boxes do not account with 802.11p standard 2 and platoon leader reference speed is broadcast at a minimum rate of 100Hz. Besides, a pedestrian carries a Samsung tablet for broadcasting its position and velocity similarly to [13] .
Processing of the sensors data as well as communication with the low level control are implemented in C++ using the RTMaps prototyping software.
III. ENVIRONMENT DETECTION SYSTEM
To leverage the common problem of scene occlusion, the approach combines LiDAR and Vehicle-toPedestrian (V2P) communication to sense the scene and track objects. The use of a LiDAR over camera is motivated by its ability to sense the geometry, allowing better estimation of the dynamics of the objects at a small processing cost. The single threaded detection algorithm runs under 2ms which allows frequent update to the control algorithm. Both LiDAR (Sec. III-A) and V2P (Sec. III-B) processing runs in parallel and the resulting objects are merged and tracked through time with a Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) filter (Sec. III-C). Lastly, to decide which detected objects should be classified as an obstacle and activate the emergency braking, both platoon and critical stopping strategies are handled by a decision scheme described in Sec. III-D.
A. LiDAR Processing
Each LiDAR frame forms 2D layer point cloud, capturing a slice of the scene geometry parallel to the ground. A split-andmerge algorithm-i.e. Ramer-Douglas-Peucker algorithm [19] (RDP)-is used to segment the point cloud. This algorithm is popular in the literature [19] - [22] and was shown to exhibit similar performance than RANSAC, Hough Transform and Expectation Maximization while being at least 16 times faster [21] . The proposed implementation of the RDP also benefits from the LiDAR polar sorting behavior, which makes it an O(n log n) complexity [20] . This contributes to the fast reactive control of the whole system. The segments obtained are grouped using the implicit polar property that object are imaged as a set of adjacent segments. Following this observation, each object is built through the parsing of the angle-sorted set of segments with non-adjacent pair of segments initiating a new object. As highlighted in [11] the adjacent property can be found false in the case of partial occlusion or objects with holes but for the current platoon application this limitation was found acceptable. The classification used is very simple but efficient and stable enough when used in conjunction with the tracking strategy that temporally refines classification as in [23] .
The LiDAR processing described is capable of detecting all objects in the sensor field of view. This set of detected objects is denoted as {O L 1 , . . . , O L n } (where L stands for LiDAR). In the experiments, detection and classification of cars/pedestrian are working robustly in most of the encountered scenarios.
B. V2P Communication
V2P was recently introduced to improve pedestrian safety by relying on either centralized [24] or distributed communication protocols [25] . Similar to our work [26] , in this work pedestrians carry a communication system sending Pedestrianto-Vehicle (P2V) messages with geographic location, speed, walking direction and user type. As for Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAM) [27] , it allows tracking a communicating user even when not detected with LiDAR. Upon the reception of P2V message the relative position of the emitter is calculated using the World Geodetic System (WGS84) [28] .
The main limitation of this approach lies in the low precision of the GPS hand-held device. Our previous evaluation [13] showed that 95% of GPS position has an error below 10 m and an exhaustive study [29] stated that GPS from the best smartphone at that time had of 4.68 m and 6.83 m longitudinal and lateral variance, respectively. Although the precision is too low for the emergency braking system to rely on, the large communication range allows detecting the risk of a car-pedestrian collision if both are tracked [13] .
In this experiment the freshness of data transmitted using V2P communication is evaluated to ensure an accurate and up-to-date pedestrian localization. Results of the experiment show that the average end-to-end V2P latency 3 is 36.5 ms with a standard deviation of 1.6 ms. Noteworthy, 97% of the packets are received within 40 ms, which is sufficient for the targeted system.
Given that V2P communication is asynchronous, the P2V messages received during an interval of time are stored as set of detected objects {O
n } (where C stands for Communication) for further fusion with LiDAR information.
C. Tracking and Fusion
To get a complete environment sensing, the system needs to estimate the dynamics of these objects (trajectory, speed, acceleration) through tracking of the detected objects. This is a prerequisite to any decision making process for autonomous vehicles as it should behave differently towards objects with different dynamics. The problem arising from tracking objects detected with LiDAR and communication processing in parallel, is that the sets of detected objects might be either redundant or complementary thus leading to conflicts or duplicates in the detection process. For example, a pedestrian might be detected with the LiDAR (i.e. an O L instance) and as a communicating pedestrian (i.e. an O C instance), leading to two distinct objects if merged naively. To leverage that problem, LiDAR and communication objects are tracked separately and redundant tracks are then fused. The literature on objects tracking is vast and includes a large variety of algorithms [30] , [31] like geometrical tracking, particle filtering, Kalman filter, and Gaussian Mixture Models to name a few. A Multiple Hypothesis Kalman Filter [32] is employed in this work due to its extended usage.
The tracking and fusion strategy is described in Algo. 1. Each set of object O L and O C is filtered through time with a multi-track Kalman Filter and outputs sets of tracks, respectively T L and T C . The filter takes advantage of the transition model (often denoted F t ) and the control matrix (B t ) that can be easily computed from the derivative with respect to time. The control vector (u t ) of the observer -i.e. ego-vehicleused to predict the a priori state estimate, is:
with v t and θ the velocity and relative orientation of the ego-vehicle respectively. For each LiDAR time step, the a priori state is matched against all O L objects (observations); and the object minimizing the Mahalanobis distance [33] is associated with the track and serves as posteriori state estimate of the Kalman Filter. As usual, only object-track pairs with Mahalanobis distance below a threshold σ d are associated; and non-associated objects initialize new tracks-i.e. new Kalman Filters-. Since the position error is fairly Gaussian, the value of σ d can be defined using the quartile function of the chi-squared 
end if end for distribution with two degrees of freedom 4 for a probability of 90% that is:
For each V2P communication time step, the a priori state is matched against O C objects. The object-track association is straightforward since communication broadcasts identifiers. However, because messages are asynchronous, the state of a track is propagated only with the prediction if no new P2V was received in the time interval. distance below the same threshold σ d . Inherently, tracking requires at least two observations which occurs at worse after 80ms or 160ms for communicating or lidar obstacles, allowing our system to react faster than a human. (Fig. 3a) . The second state (Fig. 3b) is the identification of the preceding vehicle among the fused tracks (T F ); that is the closest vehicle intersecting the trajectory corridor. Because experiments were conducted in straight line the trajectory corridor is similar to the projection of vehicle's width along its longitudinal axis. As the target is identified, it is tracked and the trajectory corridor is now computed as the polygon formed by the ego vehicle and the target (Fig. 3c) . Any tracks intersecting the trajectory corridor is considered an obstacle.
D. Platoon Strategy
Each of the platoon vehicles has the presented detection system embedded. Except for the leader vehicle, the platoon strategy scheme identifies each target vehicle and in-between pedestrians to ensure their safety. On each vehicle, the control algorithm takes as inputs the relative coordinates of the target, the reference velocity of the preceding vehicle in the platoon (V2V), as well as the list of identified obstacles.
IV. CONTROL ALGORITHM
The control algorithm proposed focuses on the longitudinal vehicle dynamics and should handle platoon splitting/joining as well as pedestrian interaction. A state machine was designed to allow proper integration of the different control strategies (see Fig. 4 ). The lateral dynamic was handled by using a joystick with drive-by-wire system. If lateral automation is desired, further implementation of a path-following controller can be considered [34] .
The leader vehicle executes a cruise control following a reference speed profile with several speed changes, emulating urban driving. Pedestrian interaction can be predicted through the environment detection system. If so occurs, the speed profile is interrupted and the speed reduced, avoiding future collision. On the other hand, if the pedestrian is predicted to interfere with any of the other vehicles in the platoon, an emergency braking response has to be carried out since inter-vehicular distances are tight.
For the sake of clarity, the starting point in the state machine is the cruise controller. Then, three main states are identified: CACC car-following, emergency pedestrian protection system and gap closing. The explanation assumes as initialization point that all vehicles are connected in a car-following. Such proposed algorithm is presented in the remaining of this section.
A. Car-Following Control (CACC)
The initial state is the car-following control. Each vehicle will track its preceding one regulating the distance gap with respect to the desired inter-distance provided by a spacing policy. Constant time gap strategy [35] is employed in this work, which proposes a reference spacing defined as:
having d std as the fixed standstill distance and a variable term composed by the vehicle longitudinal speed v(t) multiplied by a constant time gap h d . Different approaches for the CACC control algorithms have been proposed in the literature, such as model predictive control (MPC) [36] , sliding-mode control [37] , H inf controller-based approaches [38] , Lyapunov-based cooperative braking control [39] and feedforward control [40] . The latter is selected for this work due to its simplicity and the good results that it has provided in the literature [2] , [38] , [41] ; making it ideal for embedded systems implementations. This technique allows to use filtered information received from the preceding vehicle together with the feedback controller output. 
which describes the dynamic response of the low-level control in charge of following the desired speed v re f . Among the state-of-the-art approaches of car-following gap regulation control [2] , proportional derivative (PD) controllers work well with feedforward structures due to their damping and stabilizing capabilities. This work proposes a FOPD to keep PD performance but also increase design flexibility profiting from fractional order derivation. FOPD [42] can be mathematically expressed in the Laplace domain as:
Since there are three design parameters in the control law, three requirements can be fulfilled. In this work, it is proposed to employ a design procedure that ensures a system response robust towards loop gain variations [43] for CACC carfollowing. In other words, the controller will maintain the desired phase margin even if disturbances slightly modify the plant DC gain. Consequently, the design requirements are stated as follows:
2) Increase the system bandwidth. In other words, the gaincross frequency of the open loop response should be increased to get faster responses. 3) Robustness against loop gain variations, or flat phase in ω = ω gc :
After applying the algorithm f solve from Matlab to solve the resulting multi-objective optimization problem for non-linear functions, the best configuration of the controller parameters results: K p = 2. As it can be distinguished in Fig. 6a , the systems' bandwidth is increased and the flat phase around the gaincross frequency is achieved, guaranteeing that the system will keep the same stability and dynamic behavior in case of variations on the loop gain. String stable performance is obtained as one can see in Fig. 6b that
B. Emergency Pedestrian Protection System
In case a pedestrian crosses between the string members, the control algorithm must to react safely at any time and break the string formation to avoid a collision. In the literature, a vision based approach has been done for automatic stopping in case of pedestrian [44] . Furthermore, a very probable scenario is that the pedestrian is detected by the environment detection system (Sec. III) only at the moment he/she enters the platoon corridor, which may be caused by a visual occlusion with another car, tree, corner, etc. For these cases, the control algorithm must interrupt the car-following maneuver and switch to the emergency pedestrian protection system. Fig. 7 illustrates the working system, where two string members are driving at the cruise speed v 0 and a pedestrian enters the platoon corridor. At the detection moment, the egovehicle starts the braking maneuver taking into consideration the distance to the pedestrian d det ect ion (or the closest one in case of more than one detection).
Right at the crossing moment, an estimation of the vehicle deceleration ramp is carried out as:
where v 0 is the string cruise speed. The term a max stands for the maximum deceleration reachable by the vehicle. With some manipulation, Eq. (8) allows to determine also the minimal d det ect ion for a given v 0 for which the emergency braking maneuver is feasible. The vehicle should decelerate with the required rate to stop at a safe distance d sa f et y from the pedestrian, avoiding any collision. Taking this estimation as reference, the desired speed is outputted in real time in function of the distance to the pedestrian received from the environment detection system: Fig. 7 . Desired behavior in case that a pedestrian crosses the string corridor and an emergency braking is required.
To ensure a safe and accurate execution of the stopping maneuver, a speed controller modifies the reference speed sent to the low level control in function of the desired speed in 9 and the measured ego-speed. The selected controller is a PD for its damping properties and stabilizing behavior. The mentioned controller is described by the control law showed in the Eq. 10.
C. Gap Closing Algorithm
Once the pedestrian is no longer inside the platoon corridor, the ego-vehicle can safely rejoin the platoon formation. However, in practice, the difference between the reference distance d ref and the relative spacing d(t) measured by the LiDAR may result really large after the stopping maneuver. This would lead to saturation and oscillations in the controller [45] . To avoid this scenario, preserve stability and ensure passengers' comfort; a gap closing maneuver is required.
The applied condition to ensure no saturation and oscillation when performing the gap regulation, is that the controller input (spacing error e d ) is zero just after finishing emergency braking state. This is attained when h d and the measured time gap h d,meas are equal. The latter is calculated as:
When the velocity is low or zero after performing the emergency braking, it could lead to really large h d,meas (t).
To avoid this situation, a maximum allowed time gap h d,max is set to saturate h d,meas (t).
The gap closing procedure consists of a time gap linear function depending on the inter-vehicle spacing d(t) and the ego-speed v(t). Then, two steps are followed to close the gap between the preceding and ego-vehicle:
• If the initial inter-vehicle distance d r,start is higher than the term d r, f inal = h d,max v(t), a constant and comfortable acceleration a gc is applied until d r, f inal and the final velocity v f inal yield a current time gap equal to h d,max (v f inal is limited as v max ). The term a gc could be chosen depending on driver preferences: smooth, medi um, hard; the higher a gc is set, the faster h d,max will be reached. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Three Cycabs and three pedestrians including one equipped with V2P communication are used for an experimental validation of the proposed system.
A speed profile emulating an urban driving scenario with several speed transitions is provided to the platoon leader, while the other two Cycabs are performing a carfollowing. The experiment is composed of several scenarios targeting the test and validation of environment detection, car-following, emergency braking and gap closing systems. Finally, a complete demonstration of all systems showing the integration and transitions is provided.
A. Pedestrian Detection
First tests are carried out to demonstrate platoon behavior when a pedestrian is walking towards the platoon trajectory. Fig. 9 displays the distance to pedestrian tracked by V2P (blue line) and by LiDAR (red line) in the upper plot. It is shown that the V2P communication system can serve as a predictive tool since the the distance to pedestrian is available Fig. 9 . Platoon performance when the leader vehicle detects a crossing pedestrian with the V2P system and the LiDAR, as well as the speed reduction zone (light blue background).
Fig. 10.
Leader and followers performing car-following maneuvers in stop&go scenarios.
even when this one is not visible for the LiDAR. Further information fusion between these two sources is then useful in urban environments where occlusion reduces the capability of LiDAR-based only protection systems.
Besides, as the first vehicle follows its reference speed profile, a speed reduction is performed correctly by the platoon leader upon the detection a possible collision (at time t = 29s) as presented in the lower plot of Fig. 9 . Once the pedestrian no longer represents an obstacle for the platoon (at time t = 32s), the desired speed profile is resumed.
B. Car-Following
As presented in Sec. IV-A.1, each follower vehicle implements a fractional-order controller and the time gap h d,min = 0.7 sec is applied so that string stability is ensured using a CACC car-following technique. Fig. 10 shows the time response of the leader vehicle to the reference speed given by the speed profile and the rest of the string members regulating the inter-vehicle distances. The plot shows that the behavior results string stable, since during leader speed transitions the rest of the vehicles track their precedings' speed attenuating the oscillations. Such behavior would permit to extend the string size ensuring safety and comfort.
C. Emergency Braking System
Whenever a pedestrian crosses the platoon between the string members, the emergency braking state is activated. In this situation, the relative distance to the obstacle is output by the environment detection system and a stopping maneuver is started. Here, the distance to pedestrian, the reference and real speeds of the different vehicles are examined in Fig. 11 for a desired stopping distance d sa f et y = 1.5 m. The controller outputs the target speed (black line) to perform the maneuver, while the leader and first follower (blue and green lines) continue in car-following state. The brown line shows how the ego-vehicle is quickly approaching the pedestrian, but the displacement rate decreases during the braking until it stops at d sa f et y from the obstacle. Finally, the vehicle stands still waiting for the pedestrian to go out of the platoon corridor and switch to the gap closing state.
D. Gap-Closing
After the pedestrian is out of the platoon corridor, the egovehicle has to close the gap with respect to the preceding car through the time gap manipulation. In Fig. 12 two plots are presented, the upper one shows the general platoon overview with the string members' speeds. The lower plot details control variables such reference and current spacing, and desired and measured time gap.
Firstly, the vehicle starts the platoon rejoining maneuver by accelerating with an a gc = 1.5 m/s 2 (time t = 62sec to t = 67sec), arriving to the gap-closing time gap range (between h d,max and h d,min ). Then, the time gap (blue line) decreases as the speed increases until the target identification process is completed and the reference time gap reduction starts from h d,max to h d,min with a t close = 15sec. This process is depicted by the reference time gap h d (black line) and the real time gap h d,meas . In the upper plot, one can highlight how the gap closing maneuver requires the vehicle to speed up at the beginning and go faster than the other string members to rejoin and reduce the inter-distance, even if the leader vehicle also accelerates (time t = 72sec). The platoon coupling is carried out in a stable and smooth way as can be noticed from time t = 80sec to t = 90sec; when finally the ego-vehicle is again at the car-following state with the desired time gap h d,min . 
E. State Machine Demonstration
A complete scenario has been set to evaluate the transitions between the three states that composes the state machine. Fig. 13 shows the three vehicles string performing a CACC car-following with a time gap of h d,min = 0.7 sec as desired. Suddenly the last follower vehicle performs an emergency stopping due to a pedestrian that crossed in front (time t = 100 sec), and the speed decreases. Time gap with respect to the preceding vehicle is reduced when performing the gap-closing state (time t = 103 sec to t = 121 sec). During this period, another pedestrian crosses but this time in front of the leader vehicle; which requires the employment of the pedestrian detection system to stop following the speed profile and reduce the platoon speed to avoid further collision with it. From time t = 121 sec to t = 154 sec, the car-following state is correctly resumed by following the speed profile in a string stable way. Afterwards, another pedestrian goes through the platoon corridor (time 154-157 sec) which activates the emergency braking system followed by the gap-closing when the pedestrian exits the ego-corridor.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A modular system was presented for a safe platoon in urban environments while considering interaction with pedestrians. Here, V2P provided a predictive tool to detect collision with pedestrians, which is crucial in urban cluttered environment where LiDARs have limited visibility. It allowed the leader vehicle to avoid upcoming collisions by slowing the speed rather than abruptly braking when pedestrians were visible.
A robust fractional-order controller was developed to handle car-following maneuvers with short inter-vehicle time gaps, ensuring the string stability. Furthermore, a state machine is designed to deal with platoon transitions from car-following CACC to string decoupling due to an emergency stop maneuver in case of pedestrian crossing inside the platoon corridor. The mentioned state machine is set to perform a string rejoining when the pedestrian is out of the corridor. This is managed through a gap-closing maneuver that implies firstly to accelerate until the preceding vehicle is at a maximum range and perform a time gap reduction to the desired value, allowing to resume the car-following state. Encouraging tests in real platforms demonstrate the correct integration of the described perception and control systems. The experiments also show the performance of the leader vehicle pedestrian detection system as well as the correct behavior of the implemented machine states: car-following, emergency braking and gapclosing; inside the follower vehicles. His research interests include automated vehicles, cooperative driving, system modeling and control, and fractional-order calculus.
